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Abstract
Graphs are found in a plethora of domains, including online social networks, the World
Wide Web and the study of epidemics, to name a few. With the advent of greater
volumes of information and the need for continuously updated results under temporal
constraints, it is necessary to explore alternative approaches that further enable performance improvements. In the scope of stream processing over graphs, we research
the trade-offs between result accuracy and the speedup of approximate computation techniques. The relationships between the frequency of graph algorithm execution, the update rate and the type of update play an important role in applying these
techniques. Herein we present VeilGraph, through which we conducted our research.
We showcase an innovative model for approximate graph processing implemented in
Apache Flink. We analyse the feasibility of our model and evaluate it with the case
study of the PageRank algorithm, the most famous measure of vertex centrality used
to rank websites in search engine results. Our experiments show that VeilGraph can
often reduce latency closely to half (speedup of 2.0×), while achieving result quality
above 95% when compared to results of the traditional version of PageRank executing
in Apache Flink with Gelly (i.e. without any summarization or approximation
techniques). In some cases, depending on the workload, speedups against Apache
Flink reach up to 3.0x (i.e. yielding a reduction of up to 66% in latency). We have
found VeilGraph implementation on Flink to be scalable, as it is able to improve performance up to 10X speedups, when more resources are employed (16 workers), achieving better speedups with scale for larger graphs, which are the most relevant.
Keywords: Graph processing, Approximate processing, Stream processing,
Summarization, Dataflow programming, Distributed computation

Introduction
Graph-based data is increasingly relevant in big-data storage and processing, as it allows
richer semantics in data and knowledge representation, as well as enabling the application of powerful algorithms with graph processing [1]. The domains of application are
vast and varied with graphs being used to represent and process the structure and contents of the World Wide Web [2, 3], structures in chemistry [4], knowledge graphs [5],
social networks [6], machine learning [7], analytics [8], epidemiology [9], transportation
[10] and network security [11], to name a few.
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Processing larger and larger graphs in a time and cost-effective way, even when static/
immutable, requires distributed computing infrastructures, and distributed data processing platforms such as Hadoop, Spark and Flink have been adapted or extended
to carry out graph processing (e.g., GraphX/Spark and Gelly/Flink).
With graphs being subject to dynamism, with updates arriving periodically or continuously (i.e., the latter called graph streaming), the challenge faced by these platforms is
increased as the continuously arriving updates to the graph may require, without better knowledge, the entire graph to be (re-)processed by some algorithm in order to provide updated results to users’ and applications’ queries to the graph. This entails that
with despite the larger volumes of information, there is also the need for continuously
updated results under temporal constraints.
In this paper, we address the need to explore novel approaches that further enable performance improvements. In the scope of stream processing over graphs, we research
the trade-offs between result accuracy and the speedup of approximate computation
techniques. The relationships between the frequency of graph algorithm execution, the
update rate and the type of update play an important role in applying these techniques.
We introduce VeilGraph, a novel execution model that enables approximate computations on general directed graph applications. Our model uses a summarized graph
representation which includes only the vertices most relevant to computation using a set
of heuristics over the topological changes in the graph. With this abstraction, we build
a representative graph summarization that solely comprises the subset of vertices estimated as yielding a relevant impact to the accuracy of a given graph algorithm. This way,
VeilGraph is capable of delivering lower latencies in a resource-efficient manner, while
maintaining query result accuracy within acceptable limits.
We integrated VeilGraph with Apache Flink [12], a modern distributed dataflow processing framework. Experimental results indicate that our approximate computing model can achieve half the latency of the base (exact) computing model, while
not degrading result accuracy by more than 5% (this was observed by comparing the
complete and the approximate models with the same number of workers in the cluster).
Furthermore, our approximate (summarized) computation model is scalable, achieving speedups in the range of 10x–15x while using only 16 workers in our Google Cloud
Dataproc cluster experiments (we evaluated with 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 worker counts in the
cluster).
We focus on a vertex-centric implementation of PageRank [13], where for each iteration, each vertex u sends its value (divided by its outgoing degree) through each of its
outgoing edges. A vertex v defines its score as the sum of values received from its incoming edges, multiplied by a constant factor β and then summed with a constant value
(1 − β) with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. PageRank, based on the random surfer model, uses β as a dampening factor. For our work, this means that whether one considers one-time offline processing or online processing over a stream of graph updates, the underlying computation
of PageRank is an approximate numerical version well known in the literature. This
distinction is important, for when we state VeilGraph enables approximate computing, we are also considering a potential for applicability to a scope of graph algorithms,
such as algorithms for computing centrality [14–16], heat kernel [17] and optimization
algorithms for finding communities [18–20]. Whether the specific graph algorithm itself
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incurs numerical approximations (such as the power method) or not, that is orthogonal
to our model and may only enable its benefits further.
This document is organized as follows. “Model: Big Vertex” section describes our summarization model and how it is built. An overview of the VeilGraph architecture is
provided in “Architecture” section. In “Evaluation” section we present the experimental
evaluation, followed by an analysis of improvements. “Related work” section addresses
related systems and techniques. We summarize our contribution and identify future
research in “Conclusion” section.

Model: Big Vertex
When a window of graph updates (e.g. a batch of edge additions and deletions) is incorporated into the graph, vertices change in different ways. The importance of a vertex
with 5000 neighbours will typically not change much if 5 new vertices connect to it. But
if the vertex only had 5 neighbours, it now has 10, it is a 100% increase and so the magnitude of its individual topological change is greater.
Our model considers a set K of hot vertices upon which computation of an algorithm
(e.g. PageRank) will be performed, but only on those, contrary to executing computation
on the entire set of vertices in the graph when results are queried/retrieved, as it is usual.
The model resorts to a synthesis, unifying techniques such as defining and determining a confidence threshold for error in the calculation [21, 22], graph sampling [23–25]
and sketching [26]. The aim of this set is to reduce the number of processed vertices as
close as possible to O(K), thus aiming to enable reductions in latency, and contributing
to keeping latency within a given bound, irrespective of graph size. This can be specially
relevant in cloud settings where latency-driven percentile SLAs are increasingly used
(we refer to some previous work when we analyse and discuss the performance results).
In the model proposed in VeilGraph, for a given graph G = (V, E), we build set K
using three parameters (r, n, ). The vertices outside this set K assume the values they
had (ranks) on the previous computation and are not updated in the current one. New
vertices which were just obtained from the update stream are immediately added to K
as they have no algorithm-specific (e.g. PageRank) value yet. Performing updates to only
a subset K of the vertices implies that less data is propagated across the graph. In this
model there is an aggregating vertex B . We refer to B as the big vertex—a single vertex
representing all the vertices not contained in K (in this model, the values are not updated
for vertices in B , thus saving computation effort and time).
For the original graph G = (V , E), upon the arrival of edge additions/deletions, we
build vertex set K and then define a summary graph G = (V , E ), where V = K ∪ {B }. We
define E = EK ∪ EB , where EK = {(u, v) ∈ E : u, v ∈ K }, which is the set of edges with
both source and target vertices contained in K and EB = {(w, z) ∈ E : w � ∈ K , z ∈ K } as
the set of edges with sources contained inside B and target in K.
Conceptually, this consists in replacing all vertices of G which are not in K by a single big vertex B and representing the edges whose targets are hot vertices and whose
sources are now in B . The summary graph G does not contain vertices outside of K
(again, those are represented by B ). By definition, B represents all vertices whose
impact is not expected to change significantly. The contribution of each vertex v ∈ K
(and therefore represented by B ) is constant between iterations (e.g., random walks),
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so it can be registered initially before updating algorithm values (e.g., rankings) and
used afterwards during algorithm execution.
As a consequence, the summary graph G does not contain edges targeting vertices
represented by B . However, their existence must be recorded: even if the edges coming out of K and into B are irrelevant for the computation, they still matter for the
vertex degree, which influences the emitted scores of the vertices in K. Despite the
fact those edges targeting B are being discarded when building the summary graph G ,
the summarized computation must occur as if vertex degrees remained the same. To
ensure correctness, for each edge (u, v) ∈ EK , we store and represent the weight of the
edge as w(u, v) = 1/dout (u) with dout (u) as the out-degree of u before discarding the
outgoing edges of u targeting vertices in B.
It is also necessary to record the contribution of all the vertices fused together in
B . For each edge (u, v) whose source u is inside B and whose target v is in K, we store
the contribution that would originally be sent from u as w(u, v) = us /dout (u) where us
is the stored value of u (resulting from the computed graph algorithm) and the outdegree of u is defined as dout (u). The contribution of B as a single vertex in G is then
represented as Bs and defined as:

Bs =
w(u, v), (u, v) ∈ EB .
(1)
u

The fusion of vertices into B is performed while preserving the global influence from
vertices placed inside B to vertices in K. Our model intuition is that vertices receiving
more updates have a greater probability of having their measured impact change in
between execution points. Their neighbouring vertices are also likely to incur changes,
but as we consider vertices further and further away from K, contributions are likely to
remain the same or close to unmodified [27, 28].
To build K after integrating a window of updates, the three parameters we consider
are:
• Parameter 1: Update ratio threshold r. This parameter defines the minimal amount
of change in vertex degree in order for it to be included in K. A vertex whose
in-degree changes r% or more is included in K immediately (e.g., a vertex that
changed in-degree from two to three changed by 50%).
We adopt the notation where the set of neighbours of vertex u in a directed graph
at measurement instant t is written as Nt (u) = {v ∈ V : (u, v) ∈ Et }. We further
write the degree of vertex u in measurement instant t as dt (u) = |Nt (u)|. The function d(u, v) represents the length (number of hops) of the minimum path between
vertices u and v and dt (u, v) represents the same concept at measurement instant
t. It is not required to maintain shortest paths between vertices (that would be a
whole different problem [29]). This model is based on a vertex-centric breadthfirst neighbourhood expansion. Let us define as Kr the set of vertices which satisfy
parameter r, where dt (u) is the degree of vertex u, t represents the current measurement instant and t − 1 is the previous measurement instant:
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dt (u)
− 1| > r .
dt−1 (u)

(2)

New vertices are always included in K. The subtraction in the formula registers the
degree change ratio with respect to the previous value dt−1(u). This definition allows
us to mathematically express conditions such as keeping all vertices whose degree
changed at least 20%.
• Parameter 2: Neighbourhood diameter n. We expand around the n-hop neighbourhoods of the vertices added to K in step 1. The ones found through this local expansion are also included in K.
It aims to capture the locality of the impact in graph updates: those vertices neighbouring the ones beyond the threshold, and as such still likely to suffer relevant
modifications when (the rank of ) vertices in K are recalculated (attenuating as distance increases). On measurement instant t, for each vertex u ∈ Kr , we will expand a
neighbourhood of diameter n, starting from u and including every additional vertex
v ∈ Vt \Kr found in the neighbourhood diameter expansion. The expansion is then
defined as:

Kn = {v : dt (u, v) ≤ n, u ∈ Kr , v ∈ Vt \ Kr }.

(3)

Vt is the set of vertices of the graph at measurement instant t. n = 0 may be set to
promote performance, while a greater value of n is expected to focus on accuracy at
the expense of performance.
• Parameter 3: Result-specific neighbourhood extension . Between computations, the
values change. A vertex u whose value changed at least  between computations may
have a greater (this being application-specific)1 influence on its neighbours until it
becomes negligible after a given number of hops. We select these influenced neighbours based on the formula:
K = K ∪ {v : d(u, v) ≤ f� (v),

u ∈ K , v ∈ V \ {K }},

where f� (v) is the -expansion function:


d vs
1
.
f� (v) =
log
� d(v)
log d

(4)

(5)

Remaining symbols: d is the average degree in the graph, vs is the existing result on
vertex v and d(v) is the out-degree of v. The intuition underlying this parameter is
the following: for a vertex u that will be expanded via  from step 3, its impact will
diminish as we hop further away from it (from u to immediate neighbours, then to
its neighbours’ neighbours and so on). The impact of a vertex u on its i-hop neighbourhood will dilute as we further hop away from u as i → ∞. Consider we perform
a number i of hops away from u until we reach a given vertex v.  is used with this

1

This is orthogonal to changes in degree, e.g., while degree may stay constant, the inflow of rank received by a vertex
may change significantly due to the change of rank of one or more of its neighbouring or near vertices. Thus, the model
is able to capture and propagate only significant changes—here, in rank—across the parts of the graph topology where
they are deemed relevant, in an application-specific way.
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formula to assign a value to the number of hops. With this, we can account for vertices which change in an application-specific impacting way, so that their neighbourhoods are included in the computation as well.
The vertices outside K are aggregated into a big vertex B . We define E = EK ∪ EB ,
where EK = {(u, v) ∈ E : u, v ∈ K } is the set of edges with both source and target
vertices contained in K and EB = {(w, z) ∈ E : w � ∈ K , z ∈ K } as the set of edges with
sources contained inside B and target in K. To ensure correctness, for each edge
(u, v) ∈ EK , we store and represent the weight of the edge as w(u, v) = 1/d(u) with
d(u) as the out-degree of u before discarding the outgoing edges of u targeting vertices in B . This is so that the correct degree of the vertices in K is used in the computation of scores, even though their outgoing edges (with targets in B ) are not used in
the summarization. Thus, the vertices represented in B are assumed to not change
their value during the computation (which may lead to error accumulation – we analyse and deal with it in Sec. 4). What is captured and preserved is their global contribution to the vertices in K. We then have a summary graph written as G = (V , E ),
where V = K ∪ {B }.
Equation 5 is based on the diminishing returns incurred by continuously expanding
the neighbourhood when building K. When the result of a vertex v (e.g., its PageRank) is propagated to a 1st-order neighbour u of v, the score gets diluted by the
amount of out-edges of v. So if v has a result of vs , each of its immediate neighbouring
vertices will receive vs /dt (v) at measurement instant t. If we were to further propagate
to 2nd-hop neighbours of v, we would expand from vertex u into a farther vertex w.
The value received by w would be vs /(dt (v)dt (u)). Expanding into an ith-hop neighbour would accumulate an out-degree division for each vertex expanded.
The score contribution is also dampened by the impact of β (known as the dampening factor in PageRank) with each hop, which we represent in Eqs. 6 and 7. The
impact of v’s result on a given i-th-hop vertex i would be defined as seen below (x is
the last expanded vertex).

vs β i
.
dt (v)dt (u) . . . dt (x)

(6)

To avoid fetching the out-degree of each vertex for each expansion (which would incur
additional overhead in a dataflow processing system such as Flink), we approximate
the degree of any vertex beyond v with d , which is the average degree of the accumulated vertices with respect to the stream. We then have the approximation:

vs β i
vs β i
≈
.
dt (v)dt (u) . . . dt (x)
dt (v)(d)i−1

(7)

To ensure that we only continue expanding until we drop below a given  threshold of
result impact (until the ith-hop vertex), we set it as a target of Eq. 7:
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j

i
vs β i
dt (v)dt (u) . . . dt (j)

...

u

v

2

vs β
dt (v)dt (u)

vs β
dt (v)

Fig. 1 The contribution of vertex v diminishes as we expand further away from it (Eq. 7). Parameter  dictates
how far to expand around vertices until the accumulated fraction drops below . vs is the score of vertex v;
dt (v) is the out-degree of vertex v at measurement instant t

vs β i
dt (v)(d)i−1

=

dvs β i

dt (v)(d)i
 i
dvs
d
=
� dt (v)
β


dvs
=i
logd/β
� dt (v)


1
dvs
= f� (v) = i.
log
� dt (v)
log d/β

=�

Figure 1 provides a visual example of the dilution of the score of vertex v due to the
degree of the vertex at the end of each hop (u, then intermediate vertices represented as
’...’, followed by j until i is reached).
We then have a set of hot vertices K = Kr ∪ Kn ∪ K which is used as part of a
graph summary model (deriving from techniques in iterative aggregation [30]), written as G = (V , E ).
An example of applying the updates and building the K set and the big vertex B is
shown in Fig. 2 with r = 0.20, n = 1,  = 0.10 : a) is the initial graph; b) shows five
new edges (dashed) and one edge deletion (red cross); c) new vertices are automatically included in K for computation (blue); d) vertices 0 and 1 are also included in
K (blue) because their in-degree changed at least 20% ( r = 0.20 ); e) the neighbourhood diameter expansion of size n = 1 around current vertices in K includes vertex
2; f) vertices (3, 4, 5, 6) outside K are collapsed into the big vertex B . Impact of  not
depicted.
The approximation model of VeilGraph is such that we want to prioritize intense
and localized graph updates (e.g., new vertices or those whose number of neighbours
shifts by a considerable amount due to parameter r. In that hypothetical scenario,
where the majority of vertices has more than 500 neighbours, the impact of these
new vertices will be greater locally on the vertex that doubled its number of neighbours. For scalability, we do not rely on any global information about the graph. That
kind of reasoning can be incorporated through the  parameter. However, by virtue
of being application-specific, this may require additional knowledge and insight of
the specific application (i.e. processing algorithm) semantics and dynamics, in order
to fine-tune.
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Fig. 2 Building the big vertex, step-by-step

Fig. 3 Diagram of VeilGraph workflow on Flink

Architecture
The general distributed architecture and workflow of VeilGraph is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The architecture of VeilGraph was designed to take into account the relevant stages in
the graph processing as streaming updates arrive. The VeilGraph module is primarily responsible for continuously monitoring one or more streams of data and track the
updates to be applied to the graph. When a graph algorithm is to be run (we henceforth
call this occurrence a query—Step 1), VeilGraph will execute the request by submitting a job to the Flink cluster (Step 2). The view of VeilGraph over the graph will be
updated (Step 3) and the results, possibly resulting from an approximate processing of
the graph, are returned to the user (Step 4).
In our experiments, we trigger the incorporation of updates into the graph whenever a client query arrives.2 To simplify implementation design, the client queries are
also sent in the stream of graph updates. Conceptually, these are the major elements
involved in the functioning of VeilGraph and are compatible with most graph processing frameworks:
• Initial graph G. The original graph upon which updates and queries will be performed.
2

While outside the scope of this work, a live scenario would have a more elaborate ingestion scheme, possibly using
dedicated ingestion nodes like in KineoGraph [40].
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Fig. 4 Example of different edge addition/removal granularities in streams

• Stream of updates S. Our model of updates could be the removal e− or addition e+ of
edges and the same for vertices (v− , v+). We make as little assumptions as possible
regarding S: the data supplied needs not respect any defined order. In our experiments we used both edge additions and removals.
• Result R. Information produced by the system as an answer to the queries received
in S (e.g. vertex rankings). It is reused in the following computation when the next
window of updates and query are received.
Figure 4 illustrates different examples of update streams. In our stream scenario, these
are non-overlapping counting windows. In the top stream, we see that each window of
updates adds five edges and removes one. The greater the amount of elements in the
stream window, the more entropy each update would potentially add to the graph. The
bottom-right shows a bigger window and the bottom-left shows the extreme case where
the element count in the window is one. The smaller the window size, the more resources
are consumed (by recalculating ranks completely more often), and the greater the computational benefit, increased speedup and reduced latency of applying our model, as
there are practically no changes to the graph.
VeilGraph was designed to allow programmers to define fine-grained logic for the
approximate computation when necessary. This is achieved through user-defined functions defined in a specific base Java class GraphStreamHandler. The API of VeilGraph uses them to define the execution logic that will guide the processing strategy.
They are key points in execution where important decisions should take place (e.g., how
to apply updates, how to perform monitoring tasks). To employ our module, the user can
express the algorithm using Flink dataflow programming primitives. To implement
other graph algorithms, users can simply extend the VeilGraph Java class implementing the logic shown in Algorithm 1 to enable our model’s functionality, while abstracting
away many implementation details (inherent to our architecture) unrelated to the graph
processing itself.
Additional behaviour control is possible by customizing the model by implementing user-defined functions (left as abstract methods of the class implementing the
architecture logic). Overall, this approach has the advantage of abstracting away the
API’s complexity, while still empowering users who wish to create fine-tuned policies.
VeilGraph ’s architecture creates a separation between the graph model, the way the
graph processing is expressed (e.g. such as vertex-centric) and the function logic to apply
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on vertices. We employ Flink’s mechanism for efficient dataflow iterations [31] with
intermediate result usage, expressing computations over its Gelly graph library.3

We present in Alg. 1 these different User-Defined Functions (UDFs) and their coordination. The functions are as follows: For simple rules, these functions don’t need to be
programmed, as we supply the implementation with parameters for the simplest rules
such as threshold comparisons, fixed values, intervals and change ratios.
1 OnStart. A preparatory function for setting up resources such as files, database
accesses or other initial tasks.
2 CheckUpdateState. Executed after a query q is received, but before graph updates
are applied. Its purpose is to enable programmers to choose how and when to process the graph updates as a function of the magnitude of their impact. It exposes the
sequence of graph operations which were pending since the last query and statistics
such as the number of changed vertices and the total amount of vertices and edges in
the graph.
3 DefineQueryStrategy. Called every time a query q arrives. The query is served
after any processing that may have taken place in BeforeUpdates. This function is
defined in the API to return an action indicator dictating the query strategy to use.
It could be done be any of: (a) by returning the last calculated result; (b) performing
an approximation of the result and returning it; (c) providing an exact answer after a
complete recalculation of the result.4
3
4

https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-stable/dev/batch/iterations.html#delta-iterate-operator.
In our scenario we always used (b)) approximation.
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4 OnQueryResult. Invoked after q’s response has been processed. This UDF is aware
of the action indicator returned by DefineQueryStrategy. It has access to the
response’s results, execution statistics (such as total execution time, physical space, network traffic, among others) and details specific to the approximation technique used.
5 OnStop. Symmetrical to OnStop, it is responsible for (if necessary) proper resource
clearing and post-processing.

Implementation

As already referred, VeilGraph was implemented on Apache Flink [12], a framework
built for distributed stream processing.5 It has many different libraries, among which Gelly,
its official graph processing library. It features algorithms such as PageRank, Single-Source
Shortest Paths and Community Detection, among others. Overall, it empowers researchers
and engineers to express graph algorithms in familiar ways such as the gather-sum-apply or
the vertex-centric approach of Pregel [32], while providing a powerful abstraction with
respect to the underlying scheme of distributed computation. We employ Flink’s mechanism for efficient dataflow iterations [31] with intermediate result usage. To employ our
module, the user can express the algorithm using Flink dataflow programming primitives.
They will be fed the updated graph and the processing infrastructure of Flink.

Evaluation
The source of VeilGraph is available online for the graph processing community.6 We
provide an API allowing programmers to implement their logic succinctly. VeilGraph
was evaluated with the PageRank power method algorithm [33]. The PageRank logic is
succinctly implemented as a function as follows:

5
6

https://flink.apache.org/.
Access date: 2021-Aug-26: https://github.com/mcoimbra/VeilGraph/.
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This is then passed on to the underlying graph processing paradigm, as such:

While we focus our evaluation on PageRank, we note that other random walk based
algorithms can be expressed easily. In our PageRank implementation, all vertices are initialized with the same value at the beginning.
Experimental setup To realistically evaluate the effect that cluster execution has on
speedup, we evaluated our datasets in Google Cloud Dataproc7 clusters with different worker counts (2, 4, 8, 16). Each machine was created with the custom-4-26368
flag of the gcloud shell utility and runs an image based on Debian 4.9.1681+deb9u5. We used Flink 1.9.1 configured to use a parallelism of one within each
worker. In our scenario, PageRank is initially computed over the complete graph G and
then we process a stream S of windows of incoming edge updates. For each window
received from the stream we: (1) integrate the edge updates into the graph; (2) compute
the summarized graph G = (V , E ) as described in “Model: Big Vertex” section and execute PageRank over G . Thus, we process a query when PageRank (summarized or complete) is executed after integrating a window of updates.
Note that employing smaller windows, i.e., down to size one and towards continuous complete vertex rank updates, on every graph update arriving in the stream (even if
without relevant changes in outcome expected, acting as a strawman competing alternative) would only further amplify VeilGraph ’s benefits.
Stream S size and configuration

We do not use a window of updates with size of 1, as that would favour our model’s
summary graph G when compared against the repetitive complete execution over the
whole graph G. To reduce variability, the stream S of edge updates was set up so the
number Q of queries for each dataset and parameter combination is always fixed: fifty
(Q = 50). Additionally, for each dataset, streams were generated by uniformly sampling
from the edges in the original dataset file. A stream size of |S| = 40000 was used, implying |S|/Q = 800 edges are added before executing every query.
The number of stream queries Q and number of edge additions per query update were
chosen to favour (non-approximate) Flink for comparability in a sensible and realistic
scenario against summarized executions. For |S| = 40, 000, if we added 8 edges instead
of 800 before executing each query, we would have Q = 5000. This is a much longer
sequence of queries, where the graph barely changes between them, with VeilGraph
having near-zero execution times in most, where Flink would be 100-fold slower processing the complete graph. To avoid that, we empirically chose the value of 800 edges
before each query (resulting in Q = 50).
7

Access date: 2021-Aug-26: https://cloud.google.com/dataproc.
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We test both edge additions and deletions. Every time we add edges, we remove an
amount equal to 20% of the number of edges added. The edges to remove are chosen
at random with equal probability. When additions and removals are applied before an
execution, the removal only targets remaining edges which already existed in the original graph or that were added in an older update that preceded a previous execution: in
any update window, we do not add and remove new edges, as that would have no effect.
For each dataset and stream S, each combination of parameters r, n,  is tested against
a replay of the same stream. Essentially, each execution (representing a unique combination of parameters) will begin with a complete PageRank execution followed by Q = 50
summarized PageRank executions. This initial computation represents the real-world
situation where the results have already been calculated for the whole graph previously.
In such a situation, one is focused on the new incoming updates. For each dataset and
stream S, we also execute a scenario which does not use the parameters: it starts likewise
with a complete execution of PageRank, but the complete PageRank is always executed
for all Q queries. This is required to obtain ground-truth results to measure accuracy
and performance of the summary model.
Many datasets such as web graphs are usually provided in an incidence model [18, 34].
In this model, the out-edges of a vertex are provided together sequentially. This may lead
to an unrealistically favourable scenario, as it is a property that will not necessarily hold
in online graphs and which may benefit performance measurements. To account for this
fact, we previously shuffle the stream S. A single shuffle was performed a priori for all
datasets so that the randomized stream is the same for different parameter r, n,  combinations that were tested. This increases the entropy and allows us to validate our model
under fewer assumptions, and assess it to hold in general scenarios.
Datasets

The datasets’ vertex and edge counts are shown in Table 1. We evaluate results over two
types of graphs: web graphs and social networks. They were obtained from the Laboratory for Web Algorithmics [34]. These datasets were used to evaluate the model against
different types of real-world networks.
Assessment metrics

We measure the results of our approach in terms of the ability to delay computation in
light of result accuracy; obtained execution speedup with increasing number of workers;
reduction in number of processed edges. Accuracy in our case takes on special importance and requires additional attention to detail. The PageRank score itself is a measure
of vertex/page importance and we wish to compare rankings obtained on a summarized
execution against rankings obtained on the non-summarized graph. As such, what is
desired is a method to compare rankings.
Rank comparison can incur different pitfalls. If we order the list of PageRank results in
decreasing order, only a set of top-vertices is relevant. After a given index in the ranking,
the centrality of the vertices is so low that they are not worth considering for comparative purposes. But where to define the truncation? The decision to truncate at a specific position of the rank is arbitrary and leads to the list being incomplete. Furthermore,
the contention between ranking positions is not constant. Competition is much more
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Table 1 Datasets: Laboratory for web algorithmics [34]
Dataset

|V|

|E|

cnr-2000 1

0.325 M 3.216 M 35.38% (± 0.329) 9.879
18,235
2716

23.98%

112,023 (34.41%) 17.45
(± 0.041)

eu-2005 1

0.862 M 19 M

87.01% (± 0.789) 22.297
68,922
6985

8.31%

752,725 (87.26%) 10.18
(± 0.037)

eu-2015-host 1

11 M

57.60% (± 0.119) 34.350
174,433
398,600

21.60%

6.512 M (57.82%) 5.83
(± 0.002)

dblp-20102

0.326 M 1.615 M 47.74% (± 0.483) 4.952
238
238

7.83%

226,413 (69.41%) 7.35
(± 0.012)

amazon-20082

0.735 M 5.158 M 84.40% (± 0.695) 7.015
1076
10

12.04%

627,646 (85.36%) 12.06
(± 0.021)

hollywood-20112

2.181 M 229 M

8.96%

1.917 M (87.91%) 3.926
(± 0.005)

386 M

#Pairs

%Dang. C1
d
max(din )
max(dout )

76.56% (± 0.757) 105.003
13,107
13,107

lG

Web graphs are indicated with 1 and social networks with 2

intense between the first and second-ranked vertices than between the two-hundredth
and two-hundredth and first.
To account for this in a sound manner, we employed Rank-Biased-Overlap (RBO)
[35] as a meaningful evaluation metric (representing relative accuracy) developed to
deal with these inherent issues of rank comparison. RBO has useful properties such
as weighting higher ranks more heavily than lower ranks, which is a natural match
for PageRank as a vertex centrality measure. It can also handle rankings of different
lengths. This is in tune with the output of a centrality algorithm such as PageRank.
The RBO value obtained from two rank lists is a scalar in the interval [0, 1]. It is zero
if the lists are completely disjoint and one if they are completely equal. While more
recent comparison metrics have been proposed [36], they go beyond the scope of
what is required in our comparisons.
Performance-wise, we test values of r associated to different levels of sensitivity to
vertex degree change (the higher the number, the less expected objects to process per
query). With n = 0, we minimize the expansion around K and consider just the vertices that passed the degree change of r%. For n = 1, we are taking a more conservative
approach regarding result accuracy. An overall tendency to expect is that the higher the
value of n is, the higher the RBO. The  values were chosen to evaluate individual different weight schemes applied to vertex score changes. The relation between parameters r
and n has a greater impact in performance and accuracy than the relation of any of these
parameters with . We tested with two sets of parameter combinations:
• RBO-oriented
( r = 0.05, n = 2,  = 1.0 ),
( r = 0.05, n = 2,  = 0.5),
( r = 0.05, n = 6,  = 1.0 ), ( r = 0.05, n = 6,  = 0.5). This has a very low threshold of sensitivity to the ratio of vertex degree change ( r = 0.05).
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• Performance-oriented
( r = 0.20, n = 0,  = 0.5),
( r = 0.20, n = 0,  = 1.0 ),
( r = 0.20, n = 1,  = 0.5), ( r = 0.20, n = 1,  = 1.0 ), ( r = 0.20, n = 4,  = 1.0 ).
With r = 0.20 , the goal is to be less sensitive pertaining degree change ratio.
For both of these combinations, we test with low and high values of n to examine how
expanding the neighbourhood of vertices complements the initial degree change ratio
filter. Using a higher number of ranks for the RBO evaluation favours a comparison of
calculated ranks which has greater resolution, as more vertices are being compared.
In our evaluation, the RBO of each execution is calculated using 10% of the complete
graph’s vertex count as the number of top ranks to compare. We address the aforementioned issue of truncation by making the number of truncated ranks specific to
each dataset by defining it as a percentage of the graph’s vertices. Considering the
nature of the rankings, we focus on comparing the top 10% of vertex ranks of the
complete and summarized execution scenarios using RBO, as it is in this top that the
most relevant ones are concentrated. Furthermore, every 10 executions, we calculate
RBO using all of the vertices of the graph to periodically ensure that no artefacts are
masked in the lower rank values.

Results

Parameters ( r, n, ) producing the best accuracy result are not necessarily, expectably
so, the same ones producing the best speedups. The horizontal axis represents the
same (except for the candle bar and regular bar plots) for all plots: it is the sequence
of queries from 1 up to Q = 50 . Due to how the dynamics of parameter combinations
and the structure of the data sets behave, some parameter combinations produced
highly similar values, leading to almost overlapping plots.
One needs to take into account this is a challenging assessment context for VeilGraph aimed to reflect a sensible and realistic scenario. In fact, between each consecutive pair of the 50 queries (i.e., on every of the 800 edge/vertex updates we are ingesting
between them), if the user prompted a query execution, VeilGraph could offer nearinstant results leveraging the previously summarized graph, and thus yielding several
100-fold speedups against a full graph execution (while true, that would be the strawman competing alternative). This, while still providing results with very high RBO (in
line with those from the preceding and successor of the pair of queries where the update
lied between). In accordance, speedup candle bar values were obtained by calculating
the average and standard deviation values of the computational time across the Q = 50
executions.
Datasets and benefits of the summary model against the complete graph execution Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 display for several datasets (for each of the Q = 50 executions in each
test) the speedups representing the relation between the complete graph PageRank computation time and the VeilGraph summary model computation time. For each dataset,
we present the best three and worst three parameter combinations in terms of resulting
speedup.
cnr-2000 speedup: the best speedup achieved was 1.20 for parameters
(r = 0.20, n = 0,  = 1.00) as shown on Fig. 5 with the blue star markers. For these,
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Fig. 5 cnr-2000 speedups: summary model versus complete graph

Fig. 6 dblp-2010 speedups: summary model versus complete graph

increasing n from 0 to 1 produced an execution speed similar to the baseline (the execution time of complete executions). This is to be expected as the scope of computation increases due to a bigger hot vertex set K. The worst speedups were obtained with
(r = 0.05, n = 6), a combination which promotes accuracy above everything. These
actually performed slower than the baseline complete executions due to the overhead of
summarization model construction and computation. This dataset has an average distance of lG = 17.45 and its largest component contains only C1 = 34.41% of the vertices.
This single component represents a small percentage of the graph compared to other
datasets. Coupled with the high average distance, it limits the benefit of the big vertex
model, although it still yields speedups. It also has a high number of dangling nodes
(23.98%), increasing computational overhead. The most influential vertex in this dataset
has dout = 2716 and the most influenced one has din = 18235. We attribute cascading
effects to these properties.
dblp-2010 speedup: the best speedups obtained were around 1.60–1.80 for high
values of the update ratio threshold (r = 0.20) and lower levels of neighbourhood
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Fig. 7 eu-2005 speedups: summary model versus complete graph

Fig. 8 amazon-2008 speedups: summary model versus complete graph

expansion (n = 0, n = 1). These are the markers with blue stars, yellow crosses and green
diamonds in Fig. 6. This dataset has its largest connected component with C1 = 69.41%
and an average distance of lG = 7.35. While the size of the largest component is twice
that of cnr-2000, it has almost the same amount of vertices and half as many edges,
with less dangling nodes (7.83% versus the 23.98% of cnr-2000). Adding to this, the
average distance is much lower than that of cnr-2000). This explains the observation
that dblp-2010 achieved speedups higher than those of cnr-2000 while at the same
time being a less dense graph.
eu-2005 speedup: speedups of around 3.00 were achieved (see the blue star and yellow cross markers in Fig. 7). These are parameter combinations which promote speed,
only considering for the hot vertex set the vertices whose degree changed by at least 20%.
The biggest component has size C1 = 87.26% and the average distance is lG = 10.18.
This component size comprises almost the whole graph, with maximum (most influential vertex) dout = 6985 and maximum (most influenced vertex) din = 68922. Compared to cnr-2000, this dataset has over two times as much vertices, yet the largest
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connected component jumps from 34.41% to 87.26%, meaning there is a much more
dense and interconnected group of vertices in this graph. This explains the bigger speedups compared to the previous dataset.
amazon-2008 speedup: in Fig. 8 we have speedups of around 3.00. Parameter combination (r = 0.05, n = 2,  = 1.00) with the blue star plot had a stable speedup value
close to this, only to be surpassed (starting from execution 30) by parameter combinations (r = 0.20, n = 0,  = 0.50) and (r = 0.20, n = 1,  = 0.50), represented by the yellow cross and the green diamond markers respectively. This dataset achieved the highest
speedups out of all datasets. Its largest connected component has size C1 = 85.36%, similar to that of eu-2005 (87.26%). The average distance lG = 12.06 is close to that of eu2005 (10.18). The number of vertices |V | = 735323 is also close (eu-2005 has 862664
vertices) but the number of edges |E| = 5158388 is less than a third of the other dataset
(eu-2005 has 19235140). The most influenced vertex in amazon-2008 has din = 1076
and the most influential one has dout = 10. Compared to eu-2005, this graph is less
dense but at the same time the edges are much more spread out, leading to lower
degrees. We attribute to this dynamic the similar speedups between amazon-2008 and
eu-2005.
Accuracy and scalability Figure 9 shows the observed accuracy (RBO) and size of summary graph (number of edges of the summary graph as a percentage of the number of
edges of the complete graph) for datasets eu-2005 and amazon-2008. Figures 10
(eu-2005 and amazon-2008) and 11 (hollywood-2011 and eu-2015-host)
show the performance behaviour obtained with an increasing amount of parallelism.
In those figures, I/O time corresponds to the time taken to ingest the updates from
the stream; Integration time corresponds to the I/O time plus the time taken to apply
updates to the graph through Flink’s internal dataflow-based execution; Computation
time corresponds to the time taken to compute the algorithm.
eu-2005: We show the best three and worst three RBO parameter combinations
in Fig. 9 (top-left). Parameters r = 0.20, n = 0 captured the highest RBO values.
Investing purely on increasing n is not necessarily synonymous with achieving higher
accuracy in a resource effective manner. The bottom-left of Fig. 9 shows that a value
of r = 0.05 yielded a summary graph G with a number of edges around 75% of the
original graph G (a higher n also contributes to increasing this value). The parameters with more conservative values (bigger n and lower r) led to the largest summary
graphs. Figure 10 shows the results of isolating parameters r = 0.05, n = 2,  = 0.50
(a balanced combination leaning towards better accuracy) to assess scalability with
different worker counts. Speedups of around 10 were achieved with 16 workers (see
top-left), with (mainly) computation, update integration and inherent I/O time benefiting from the increase in worker counts (bottom-left). These and further results
illustrate that the VeilGraph implementation on top of Flink is scalable, since
it does not introduce significant bottlenecks due to centralization of processing or
coordination overhead. Furthermore, the larger the graph to be processed, the better
speedups are expected as specific activity due to VeilGraph can be amortized over a
larger-sized input.
amazon-2008: Fig. 9 (top-right) shows accuracy (RBO) maximized with parameters r = 0.20, n = 0 and different values of , with a combination of r = 0.05, n = 6
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Fig. 9 Left-side eu-2005, right-side amazon-2008. First row shows the RBO values, second row shows
the fraction of edges used by the summary graph

Fig. 10 Left-side eu-2005, right-side amazon-2008. First row shows the speedup for different numbers
of workers, second row shows how time was distributed between computation and integration of the
updates

achieving slightly lower accuracy with a more accentuated error accumulation. We
attribute the observed behaviour of lower RBO with a much higher n to the impact of
the edge removal on the topology of the amazon-2008 dataset. The number of summary graph edges as a fraction of the complete graph’s edges is in line with previous
results: greater values of n led to a larger summary graph—see Fig. 9 (bottom-right).
Still, there was a pattern with n = 6 where there was a tendency for RBO to decrease
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Fig. 11 Left-side hollywood-2011, right-side eu-2015-host. First row shows the speedup for
different numbers of workers, second row shows how time was distributed between computation and
integration of the updates

(green diamond marker) coupled with a tendency for the summary graph edge fraction
to decrease (brown + marker) too.
Fig. 10 (top-right) shows that the scalability was lower than that of the eu-2005 dataset as the number of workers is increased. This difference can be explained by the fact
that amazon-2008 has almost one fourth of the edges present in eu-2005 (the former
has more edges to process and hence to benefit from our model). The way time is distributed between I/O, integration and computation (bottom-right) is similar to eu-2005.
hollywood-2011: This social network has about 45x more edges than amazon-2008 (around 229 M edges). We evaluated this larger dataset to focus on the
scalability of our model. Figure 11 shows (top-left) that the speedup of the computational time was close to linear. Like before, the obtained computational speedups do not
include I/O and integration time as we are focused on highlighting that the scalability of
the model itself—the larger the graph, the greater the benefit that our summary graph
model will have from more workers.
eu-2015-host: This web graph has around 386 M edges and the obtained speedups
over the computation are show in Fig. 11 (top-right). Similarly to hollywood-2011,
this dataset achieved high speedups, reinforcing the link between the model’s increased
efficiency and the greater-sized graphs.
Analysis and discussion The speedups are indicative that as we test with larger datasets, executing a graph algorithm over just VeilGraph’s K set instead of the complete
graph is beneficial to performance—as previously mentioned, the larger the graph, the
greater the benefits of our model.
VeilGraph is able to achieve faster execution while maintaining very competitive
levels of accuracy, such as the case of parameters (r = 0.20, n = 0,  = 0.50), achieving
over 50% faster computational time with an RBO above 90%. Such reduction in latency,
without significant loss in accuracy for application purposes, can be very relevant in
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cloud scenarios where reduced latency (and the enabled reductions to the bounds of
SLA latency percentiles) is often more relevant than the raw throughput of the system
per se (e.g., [37, 38]). If necessary, VeilGraph allows further reductions in latency (up to
100x faster than the baseline full graph processing strawman competing alternative), but
naturally at the cost of accuracy, e.g., by means of enforcing only lower levels of RBO.
We note that it would be interesting to further evaluate hollywood-2011 and eu2015-host with even bigger cluster sizes to analyse potentially-diminishing returns in
light of theoretical models for assessing scalability [39]. Despite this, our method has
achieved a very good trade-off between result accuracy and reduction in total computation (be it in number of processed graph elements or direct time comparison), bearing
in mind again the deliberate lower-bound performance context we are employing in our
assessment (recall: we are executing and comparing with the full processing of the graph
just on 50 instants, against doing it on every vertex/edge update).
Randomized edge removals were used to assess the robustness of the model. Removals have an impact on graph topology which does not necessarily manifest as one would
expect. Extending the computational scope by using conservative parameters in VeilGraph overall promoted a greater accuracy in our experiments, but special consideration must be given to the cases where removals may lead to a cascading effect, where
extending the model to bound error propagation is an interesting challenge.
The visualization of separate computational times as shown in Fig. 11 is revealing of
a bi-dimensional cost that is often overlooked in these distributed computational platforms. This cost manifests, as one would expect, in the overheads of communication
between cluster elements and the writing/reading of data from distributed storage. Its
second dimension (also a trait in Apache Spark) is located in the runtime of Flink
itself. The user-logic (in our case written in Java) for the most part is able to abstract
away that the underlying execution will take place in a distributed system. However,
unoptimized, this incurs relevant communication costs which are not always obvious
and whose measurement requires breaking down this abstraction. This may be achieved
by directly measuring the metrics of operators executed as part of the optimized execution plan produced by the Flink compiler and is something we plan to explore in
future work. Another interesting observation is that with more than 8 workers, for the
smaller eu-2005, amazon-2008, the speedups obtained by horizontally-scaling the
cluster diminished faster in the summary model than with using the complete computations. This is due to the summary version processing much fewer elements and thus
not leveraging extra workers so much. As we tested with the bigger datasets hollywood-2011 and eu-2015-host, the benefits of horizontal scaling on our model
increased dramatically.

Related work
Our multidisciplinary work encompasses paradigms to express graph computations,
stream processing and approximation techniques. We present relevant state-of-the-art
contributions that address these dimensions and comment on how VeilGraph also
addresses them with respect to each model:
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• Kineograph is a distributed system designed to capture the relations in incoming
data feeds [40], built to maintain timely updates against a continuous flux of data.
The architecture of Kineograph considers two types of working distributed system nodes: ingest nodes which are responsible for registering graph update operations as identifiable transactions, to be distributed to graph nodes. This latter type of
node forms a key/value store that is distributed in memory. Kineograph performs
computation on static snapshots, simplifying the design of algorithms. The design
of VeilGraph goes beyond this design by extending its concept to give users the
flexibility to design algorithms for either the complete graph or summarized versions, with little difference. Users can incorporate the awareness that the graph has
changed, or opt to design an algorithm that considers the current graph as a static
version, like Kineograph. VeilGraph is implemented over Flink, a generic dataflow programming framework with a graph processing library, Gelly.
Kineograph has an architecture which attributes importance to the task of registering new graph information and the task of storing it. Our architecture’s design
provides extra flexibility to programmers as it is implemented over a generic programming model compared to Kineograph. However, as VeilGraph uses Flink
which does not consider the explicit storage of the graph and its ingestion in design
of the workers in a cluster of machines, it could certainly benefit from implementing
these concerns directly as a Flink module.
• KickStarter showcased a technique for trimming approximate values of vertex
subsets which were impacted by edge deletion [41].
KickStarter deals with edge deletions by identifying values impacted by the deletions and adapting the network impacts before the following computation, achieving
good results on real-world use-cases. By focusing on monotonic graph algorithms,
its scope is specific only to selection-based algorithms. We decouple in VeilGraph
the approximation technique, the summarization model and the algorithm type.
Thus, we are able to offer the big vertex model and provide a structured sequence of
steps to integrate another model or approximation technique (e.g. KickStarter’s
own technique could be a candidate). Rather than the hard-coded logic for bounding
the approximation values specifically to monotonic algorithms of KickStarter,
we offer in VeilGraph a middleware layer which offers additional customization
capabilities to programmers, for example, to implement a different logic to bound
approximations or to even implement automated strategies based on statistical analyses and machine learning.8
• Tornado is a system with an asynchronous bounded iteration model, offering finegrained updates while ensuring correctness [42]. It is based on the observations that:
1) loops starting from good enough guesses usually converge quickly; 2) for many iterative methods, the running time is closely relative to the approximation error. Whenever a result request is received, the model creates a branch loop from the main loop.
This branch loop uses the most recent approximations as a guess for the algorithm. It
is a technique that could benefit from applying VeilGraph ’s summarization model,
8

E.g., as done in previous work targeting workflows of Map-Reduce jobs [61].
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as Tornado’s main loop could produce approximations faster, making the computation result guesses readily available as queries arrive.
• Naiad is a dataflow processing system [43] offering different levels of complexity
and abstractions to programmers. It allows programmers to implement graph algorithms such as weakly connected components, approximate shortest paths and others while achieving better performance than other systems. Naiad allows programmers to use common high-level APIs to express algorithm logic and also offers a
low-level API for performance. Its concepts are important and other systems could
benefit from offering tiered programming abstraction levels as in Naiad. Its lowlevel primitives allow for the combination of dataflow primitives (similar to those
VeilGraph uses from Flink) with finer-grained control on iterative computations.
An extension to Flink’s architecture to offer this detailed control would enrich the
abilities that our framework is able to offer to users.
• GraphBolt [44] is a recent work building on KickStarter, offering a generalized incremental programming model enabling the development of incremental
versions of complex aggregations. They evaluate different algorithms while defining
different aggregation functions for each in order to support the computation approximations. This system is very relevant as their work focuses on crafting functions for
specific use-cases, though with a reduction in control for the programmer, as there
is no way to provide custom-defined logic for how dependency tracking and error
tolerance is defined.
• FlowGraph [45] is a system that proposes a syntax for a language to detect temporal patterns in large-scale graphs and introduces a novel data structure to efficiently
store results of graph computations. This system is a unification of graph data with
stream processing considering the changes of the graph as a stream to be processed
and offering an API to satisfy temporal patterns. FlowGraph’s model for addressing the temporal evolution of the graph and subsequent execution is innovative by
formalizing the pattern detection with its own language approach. Integrating this
approach in the post-update pre-execution stage of VeilGraph could provide a
richer model for the programmer.
We also go over other systems and architectures for graph processing. Although they
do not address these dimensions directly, they were candidate open-source platforms to
implement the VeilGraph model.
• Apache Giraph [46]. An open-source implementation of Google Pregel [32],
tailor-made for graph algorithms. It was created as an efficient and scalable faulttolerant implementation on clusters with thousands of commodity hardware, hiding implementation details underneath abstractions. Work has been done to extend
Giraph from the think-like-a-vertex model to think-like-a-graph [47]. It uses
Apache Hadoop’s MapReduce implementation to process graphs. It was inspired
by the Bulk-Synchronous-Parallel (BSP) model. Apache Giraph allows for master computation, sharded aggregators, has edge-oriented input, and also uses outof-core computation – limited partitions in memory. Partitions are stored in local
disks, and for cluster computing settings, the out-of-core partitions are spread out
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across all disks. Giraph’s authors use the concept of superstep, which are sequences
of iterations for graph processing. In a superstep S, a user-supplied function is executed for each vertex v (this can be done in parallel) that has a status of active. When
S terminates, all vertices may send messages which can be processed by user-defined
functions at step S + 1. Giraph attempts to keep vertices and edges in memory and
uses only the network for the transfer of messages. As far as we know, it is not being
currently actively developed.
• Apache Spark and its GraphX [48] graph processing library. It is a graph processing framework built on top of Apache Spark, enabling low-cost fault-tolerance. The authors target graph processing by expressing graph-specific optimizations
as distributed join optimizations and graph views’ maintenance. In GraphX, the
property graph is reduced to a pair of collections. This way, the authors are able to
compose graphs with other collections in a distributed dataflow framework. Operations such as adding additional vertex properties are then naturally expressed as joins
against the collection of vertex properties. Graph computations and comparisons
are thus an exercise in analysing and joining collections. GraphX is to Spark what
Gelly is to Flink. They are both graph processing libraries implemented over distributed processing frameworks. Flink’s library offers many more graph algorithms
compared to GraphX. Considering this and the fact that Flink has seen growing
adoption in the industry recently, we considered Flink to be a stronger candidate
compared to Spark.
• Chaos [49] is an evolution of X-Stream [50]. On top of the secondary storage
studies performed in the past, graph processing in Chaos achieves scalability with
multiple machines in a cluster computing system. It is based on different functionalities: load balancing, randomized work stealing, favouring sequential access to storage
and an adaptation of X-Stream’s streaming partitions to enable parallel execution.
Chaos uses an edge-centric Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model of computing. It is
composed of a storage sub-system and a computation sub-system. The former exists
concretely as a storage engine in each machine. Its concern is that of providing edges,
vertices and updates to the computation sub-system. Previous work on X-Stream
highlighted that the primary resource bottleneck is the storage device bandwidth. In
Chaos, the storage and computation engines’ communication is designed in a way
that storage devices are busy all the time – thus optimizing for the bandwidth bottleneck. Chaos, though it certainly has merits, it is a platform not as widely adopted in
academic and industry as Flink and Spark. For that reason, though its idea is useful,
we did not choose it to implement and evaluate our model.

Conclusion
Graph processing is a cornerstone of modern data processing, presenting different
dimensions which grow in complexity together with their relevance. The relationships
between these areas of graph processing are crucial to design better techniques and
tools to process big graphs in the future [51]. Focusing on approximate graph processing as a technique to speed up stream-based graph change integration and graph algorithm result updates, we designed VeilGraph. It provides a model and architecture to
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incorporate custom approximate processing strategies and to enable choosing between
built-in behaviours.
Effectively, as graphs are growing in size, the need to process them more efficiently
also becomes crucial. Working with dynamic graphs, there are many use-cases where
frequent updates do not change the graph entirely. In this context, many elements of the
graph may remain unchanged, creating the possibility to reduce computation by delaying or prioritizing computation over specific parts of the graph, enabling more efficient
processing.
Among these use-cases, we can consider for example the analysis of social networks.
Graphs such as those of Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp benefit from ranking users.
Considering their magnitude, and that overall these graphs evolve frequently (with creation of new vertices and edges more frequent than deletion), updating a view on the relative importance of users (vertices) can directly harness the performance optimization of
VeilGraph.
This work touches upon concepts in the literature, of which the systems mentioned in
“Related work” section are but a (very important) component. Approximate processing
may manifest in several forms, and it shares a close relationship with stream processing. There exist works in the literature which focus on maintaining approximations over
streams, accounting for different aspects. In the initial approaches to stream processing, one may find algorithms for updating statistics over streams using sliding windows
[52] (there exist different stream window models) using for example randomization
algorithms [53] and sampling approaches [23, 54]. Moving to graph-based data problems, stream processing gains specific challenges which have been analysed [55], with
contributions to the state-of-the-art which explored techniques to create graph representations which allow the update of graph metrics, using structures such as sparsifiers,
spanners and sub-graphs [26]. Stream processing applied to graphs has many specificities such as the nature of dynamism of the graph [56], different graph algorithm results
to maintain [57] and also becomes more complex as the size of data increases [25].
Approximate processing also bridges into important avenues of computation optimization. There are motivations to explore approximation of results. It is worthy to explore
the relationship between result accuracy and computation performance as not all scenarios require absolute accuracy. This relationship may manifest for example in distributed processing contexts, where as an example not all parallel tasks may finish in the
same time. Techniques exist to mitigate this, such as dropping straggler tasks [58] (e.g.,
when studying the performance of these techniques in MapReduce [22]).
This work focused on the overlap of both of these concerns—a stream processing context over a distributed computation platform (such as Apache Flink). Our model
was evaluated in the context of random walk problems, for which the observed results
lead us to conclude that the VeilGraph model, even when tested in a deliberately challenging context for comparability, is a viable basis to enable faster, more efficient and
configurable graph processing on this type of problem in many real-world scenarios. The
results we obtain were produced under a sensible and realistic streaming scenario where
graph updates are large enough so that the changes to the graph would not explicitly
benefit (and almost in an unbounded way) the summarization model we proposed and
evaluated. The design herein presented focused on locality of graph update impacts to
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heuristically process only the graph elements which are more directly impacted and with
greater magnitude.
VeilGraph ’s model has relevance for practitioners and business tasks which depend
on constantly obtaining updated information from graph-based data. Vertex centrality, the type of problem used to evaluate our idea, is important as an enabler of ranking techniques which are essential to assess the more important vertices in networks.
Domains such as social network analysis [59], recommendation systems and even leader
election for service placement [20] stand to benefit from the trade-offs between accuracy
and performance which are enabled through VeilGraph.
Future work

While the programming and computation model presented in VeilGraph has an algorithm-agnostic structure, for the purpose of evaluation it was evaluated with vertex centrality, which although relevant for many purposes such as processing big graph data
[60], does not represent all cases. Considering this, we aim to add new techniques and
models for problems like online community finding and to perform further evaluations
on larger datasets. Extending the big vertex summary use-case to explore its application
in representing communities (potentially with multiple instances of big vertices) is a scenario to explore.
Another direction of future work consists in enriching the model with error management findings from other contributions (e.g., GraphBolt [44]) and also implementing
the VeilGraph model on other platforms (or updated versions of the already considered ones, in the future) could pave the way for new validations and extensions of the
model. We plan to further research the challenge of the disruptive aspects of edge deletions over graph topology and how that may speed up or slow down the propagation of
approximation errors. We are researching different approximation strategies based on
the statistical records, from a set of manually implemented policies to automation based
on statistics.
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